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Vital & sustainable city

Density

Diversity
Dynamic & active city life

• The diversity of people is a challenging
concept to operationalize within the
context of urban spaces.

• Focus on only one of the two aspects
misses important aspects of the variety of
urban spaces

“User” dimension – Social dimension
visitor-based approach

Background & Objectives



Social Diversity

Diversity: variety of home locations of
social media users visit to each geographical
location across the city (Chen et al., 2021).

Home-Destination Networks

● Singapore as test case
● Customize the size of a place

(i.e. a 300m grid cell)
● Identify home location:

‘homelocation’ package
(Chen and Poorthuis, 2021)

● Construct home-to-destination 
networks

Local Density

Density: visitor density in a local context
of 1km radius derived from the geo-location
to people’s presence in a particular place.

Local Density: 

Density

Within 1km radius

Shannon Diversity Index:

Diversity
With identified home 
locations
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Results

Density

Diversity



Landed property neighborhoods/places along the country’s periphery
adjacent to open green.

Results

Prominent transportation hub/ history landmark destination/expatriate
social enclave

Istana Domain/green recreation spaces: successful urban precedent that can
easily be overlook with solely focusing on the density index.

Dense residential community/local shopping centers: self-contained to
cater primarily to locals.



Conclusion

Although both the density and diversity of participants in urban spaces play a key role for
the vitality of the city, the two concepts should be treated as independent, uncorrelated
variables and be taken into account TOGETHER.

The study further widen the use of social media data for urban analysis by adding the
dimension of diversity to existing (density-based) approaches to understand urban spaces
based on human behavior.
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